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ABSTRACT
We present a model that describes the defl ection of a prestretched elastic beam under planar loading conditions. 
The kinematics is represented with a Cosserat directed curve with an extensible arc length. The strain within the 
cross-section of the rod is composed of bending strain and stretch of the centerline. Given that bending strains 
are relatively small, an effective fl exural rigidity is defi ned based on the spatial cross-section and the slope of the 
hyperelastic stress–strain curve evaluated for the stretch along the neutral axis. Initially, no additional strain is as-
sumed as the beam is defl ected, and small defl ections allow for the application of the small angle approximation. 
The solution is reduced to a fourth-order ODE that resembles an Euler–Bernoulli beam equation with a correction 
term accounting for axial loading. The model is further examined for the case of a stretched fi xed–fi xed beam un-
der a point load applied at the center. An iterative approach is taken to accommodate further stretching as the load 
is applied. Experimental results are then compared to the theory. Silicone rubber beams are fi xed to rigid blocks 
capable of shifting longitudinally to induce desired prestretches. Under various stretched conditions, the beams 
are then defl ected vertically with a wedge while recording data on position and force. Although the Neo-Hookean 
constitutive model overestimates defl ection at higher prestrains, a four-parameter Ogden model captures the be-
havior well and is in good agreement with experimental measurements for prestrains of up to 200%. The results of 
this analysis have applications in the area of soft robotics and electronics, where devices such as elastic microe-
lectromechanical switches will be expected to function regardless of stretch.
